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Segmental and Suprasegmental Structure
in Southern French
Jean-Philippe Watbled
Universite de Provence
1. Introduction
In the present work, I am concerned with the interaction between syllable
structure and the phonetic realizations of vowels in the Provence variety of
Southern French as spoken in Marseille.
Most phonologists now agree that phonological representations do not
consist of linear strings of segments and boundaries. However, despite
widespread agreement on the basic tenets of non-linear phonology, several
issues have given rise to considerable theoretical discussion. Opinions diverge on the following questions, among others:
• the number and the nature of prosodic units
• binary branching vs. n-ary branching.
Moreover, linguists who adopt exactly the same theoretical principles are
liable to disagree on the proper interpretation of the same set of data.
In the present work, following Nespor & Vogel (1986), who give convincing evidence against binary branching, I assume that prosodic constituents are n-ary branching; furthermore, I postulate only one prosodic
category: S. The symbol S stands for 'syllable', and prosodic units above
the level of the syllable are regarded as projections of S (S', S", etc.). This
extension of some of the principles of X-bar syntax (see Jackendoff 1977)
to the field of prosodic phonology allows us to dispense with such labels as
'foot', 'superfoot', 'group', 'phrase' etc. (some of which are obviously ad
hoc: see Anderson & Ewen (1987:100-101)). In the same spirit. I propose
a set of multi-valued features. The application of this non-binary and
multi-linear model to the treatment of three fundamental problems in
Provei1ce French reveals some interesting properties of suprasegmental
structures. These problems are:
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(4)

the phonological status of mid vowels
the phonological status of schwa
the correct intetpretation of nasalized vowels.

I

S

2. Theoretical princiPles
2.1. Segmental and Prosodic units
The 'skeleton' consists of a sequence of 'x's. Each occurrence of this symbol rcpresents a phoneme, as in the following example (paradis 'paradise':

(1) paradis

'x'

iiiiii
paRadi

is therefore a segmental unit. The basic suprasegmental unit is

I

w

S

1\

/1

BC

lir-rks the heacl of the structure to the higher node, while
oblique lines link the suborclinate elements to this node. Dependency relations ale thus expressed in the sirnplest rlallner, without fecoul:se to such

labels as 'strong' and 'weak' (see Anderson & Ewen 1987:101)'
In the word paruclis, each syllable consists of a consonant plus vowel
sequence, and the vowel is the head of the syllable:
S

S

/
xx

/
xx

pa

RA

S

lt

\
SS

I

ga le

ru dis

tte

II

tê

te

The structure of S' is alwavs:

ABC

A vertical line

(3)

I

SS

(7)

Z

AB

ll

S' S'

\
SS

In tl-re following structures, which illustrate my notational conventions,
B is the'head' or'govemor':
Z

(-5)

The final syllable in (5) forms a consriruent with rhe preceding syrlable.
Tlre word tête 'head' , for example, will ther-efore consist of only one S':
(6)
S'

(= syllable).

(2)

S' S'
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For the moment I shall assume that every S' dominates only one S, except
in the case of polysyllabic words with a filal schwa (galette 'flat cake'):

where (S) is an optional constituent, and the first S is the head.
As in the French of other regions, the last syllable of the citation form
of a word is stressed, except if its nucleus is schwa (in which case it is the
penultimate syllable which is sfl'essed). In my framework, the word-stress
rule (for lexical stress) is very simple:

(8)

Stress the rightmost S'.

According to my notational conventions, a vertical line links the rightmost
S' to a node S":
(e)

s"

(10)

S'
I

c

l

/

t\

(11) S "
I

S' S'

S' S'

S'

l

S SS

\
SS

SS
ru dis

lt

ga

le

I

tê

te
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Note that it seems reasonable and natural to postulate the following formal
Every node must be labelled.
Every node S n must be dominated by a n66s

b.

It is much easier to respect these constraints if prosodic

5 n+l

trees are assumed

2.2. Components and features

I shall now sketch my conception of the internal structure of segments. I
posit submatrices, called 'components'. There are four components:
(14) a. initiatory

c.

component
phonatory component
nasal component

d.

articulatorycomponent

b.

fricatives: I

c. approximants, high vowels:
d. mid-high vowels: 3
e. mid-low vowels: 4

.

to be n-ary branching. Moreover, the highest node in the word (in lexical
representations) is always labelled S"; if trees were binary branching, there
would be no limit to the value of the exponent of the highest node .

f.

b.

Affricates have the value
a lateral approximant

'0-+l', whele'-»'

indicates sequentiality, and

[l],

with mid-closure, is char.acterized by the value .0+2',

where'+' indicates simultaneity.
This feature system allows us to describe a,d formalize natural processes more adequately. It also accounts for the hierar.chical relations
be_
.2',
tween segments within the syllable: for example
witlr
the
value
of
[i],
is
higher on the Sonority Scale than [l], with rhe value of .0+2,; similarly
[l]
is higher than [p] ('0'). The mosr open segment in a French syllable is
aiways the head of the syllable (cornpare (17)

pti

.folcl,):

(r7)
x

aperture
place

The feature 'place' will not concern me here (for a full discussion, the
reader is referred to V/atbled & Autesserre 1989). The feature 'aperture' is
a multi-valued parameter and plays a role both in the nasal component and
in the articulatory component. In the nasal component, two underlying
values are possible: '0' and '2'. '0' meâns that the velum is raised (the degree of opening being null), and'2' means that it is lowered (the degree of
opening being maximal). The value'1', which means'narrowing', is not
relevant to nasality. In the articulatory component, the feature 'aperture'
accounts for the manner of articulation of consonants and for vowel height,
which are thus taken as values of a single parameter. Consonants and
vowels are assumed to form a continuous series, stops being maximally
close, and [a] being rnaximally open:

2

low vowels: 5

In the present work, I am concerned only with the nasal component and the
articulatory component. I postulate the following features:

(15) a.

185

(16) a. stops:0

constraints on suprasegmental representations:

(12)
(13)

STRUCTURE

I

afticulatory
apeüure

p
0

0+2

2

'l'he degree of articulatoly
apefture takes priority over velic openi,g. Thus,
the lateral consonant tll ('0+2') is higrrer on rhe sonority scale than
both
lpl and [m] ('0'); but [m] is higher than [pl, because of irs grcater degree of
tpcrtllre in the nasal component ('2', as opposed to '0'). Note that the degrcc of apeüurc in this approach plays the same role as the labels .strong'
irrrrl 'weak' in the binary branching structures. we are therefore able

rlispcnse with these Iabels at
'pastis'):

to

all srrucrural levels (cornpare (lg) pasris

186
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(23) mid vowels
( 18)

are mid-high in open syllables, and rnid-low in

closed syllables"

Rules (21) and(22) do nor apply in sourhern French. The consequence is
that it is not legitimate to postulate an unclerlying opposition between rhe

S'

following triplets:

(24)
I

AA
ariculatorYaPeftLue

nasalapelture

pa
0 5
0 0

s

I

0

S

02
00

(19) mid uirrounded vowels

(25) a. thé ltel; sol [so]; peu 'tittte' lp6)
b. sept [set]; roc fxckl; peur 'fear' [pæn]

0

mid-high and rnid-low vowels are in complemelltary distribution. ln Stanrlard French the followjng rules apply (see Tranel i9tt7:-51-62):

a. le s ol
b. leæc/

'l-his opposition characterizes vzu'ieties other
than southern French. In the
dialect of Marseille, we find only thrce mid vowels in underlying representations: /8, G, O/; these underlying vowels are partially specifTed, inas_
rnuch as it would be arbitr:ary to regard them as rnid-high. or.rnid-low: they
sir-nply constitute the set of mid vowels (their degree of articulatory apel.ture is neither '2' nor '5')" Rule (23) accounts for their rcalizations:

I

3. Vowels in Southern F-rench
3.1. Mid vowels
It is a well known fact tllat in the variety of French spoken in Marseille

'l'lre underlying representations
of these words are:

(26) /tF, so, p(E, sEt, nok, pGn/
'l'hc r:nderlying degree of articulatory aperture
of these vowels can be delirrod as 3/4 (/ -'or'). Rule (23) can then be reinrerprerecl in a more formal
rr

lll Il

rler:

(27) articulatory aperture

are mid-low in closed syllables:

sepr: 'seven' [setl, not *[set]
(20) rnid rounded vowels ar"e rnid-high in word-final position:
sol:'silly' [so], not *[sc].

However, the following contrasts

(21) mid-high

a1e

possible in Standard French:

and mid-low unrounded vowels contrast in word-

finalposition:

thé 'tea' ïte); taie 'pillow case'

(22)

r87

segment on its right within
the same constituent
(S or S')

L

(2-5a), the vowel governs nothing on its

right; in (25b), ir governs the
lirurl consonant, since the vowel is the heacl of the syllable (its degree of
irl)cltrtre is greater).

[te.l

mid-higl.r and rnid-low rounded vowels contrast in word-final
closed syllables:
rattque 'hozu'se' fnokl; roc 'rock' [Rck].

In Southent French, one rule accounts for the distr:ibution of all rnid
vclwels, whether they are t'ounded or llot:

3/4 -+ 3 (= 'elsewhere context,)
-+ 4 if the vowel governs a

.\.2. Schwa in Southern French
.1.2.1. A stable phoneme

I lirllow Durand, slater & wise (1988:74) in defining schwa as rhe segmenr
t'ollcsponcling to auy graphic 'E' which is not liable to be interpreted as [e]
rrr'lr:1. A similar definition is given by walter (1990:27). This graphic
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the stressed vowel /E/ governs the final schwa, because the S nocle whiclt
clominates /E/ governs the S node which dorninates schwa in the constituent

phonologcriterion is of course provisional, and we ,u'e concerïed witl, the
ical status of the segment in question in the h'ovence variety of French'
Schwa is not a stable phoneme in Standald French:

(28)

STRUCTURE

S'. Compare:

(33) a. sept

Tu rgdgmanclgs. 'You are asking for more''

'seven'

S'

b. cette

'this

'

lRodomÔIdl/[nodmÔd] /[ndomÔd]
in
But in the French of Provence graphic 'E' corresponds to a stable vowel

s'

\
SS

most cases:
i

(29)

Tu rsclQntandss. lnodo'mÔdo]

shows that
and is pronounced even in prepausal Çontext; my transcription
a polysylit
ends
when
schwa is realized as [O], like graphic 'EU', except
labic word; in this case it is more centralized, less labialized, and shorter'

(see Durand' Slater & Wise (1988:82-83)). Moreover, in polysyllabic
than the
words, final schwa is never süessed, and it is regularly 'weaker'
preceding nucleus; it is also elided before a vowel:
.This girl is bearrtiful., [setefije,bele]

(30)

Cette

fill(e)

est

bette,

3.2.2" Word-final schwa
The suprasegmental structure accounts for the dependency relations
(sentaine 'week'):

s"

(31)

x

E

l\

l

se nlat

In this configr-rration, the word-final schwa is governed by the pÏeceding
whenever the
nucleus, as discussed above. It is interesting to note that,
schwa, its
final
a
governing
penultimate syllabic nucleus is a micl vowel
'4'
1= mid-low)' alà.gr"" of apertule in the pho,etic representation is
though it stands in an open syllable:

(32) semain€ 'week' lel;J'qUe 'fault'[cl; ruettte 'pack'[æl'
governs a
Rule (27) accouuts for this fact, since the penultirnate nucleus
for example,
scgnlLrrlt 0n ils right within the sarne collstituent; in semaine,

E

?

= sch wa)

It s'c1tt, Æ/ governs /t/ within the constituent S; in cette, /E/govems schwa
willrin the constituent s'. More precisely, in sept the x node which domirrrrtes /E/ govems the x node which dominates /t/, and in cette the S node
wlrich dorninates /Elgoverns the S node which dominates schwa, In both
c'lscs rule (27) yields'3'; we therefore need only one rule for two appart:r I ly d iffereut contexts.
'l'he validity of rule (21) is confil'med by the
rwo varianrs of a word rike
r

ti t tl

i'

garlic mayonnaise':

(34') ai'oli:

S' S'

S SS

S

(?

t

/

//
xxxx

a. [aio'li]
b. [ajcli]

ilirrli is one of

a small number of paroxytones (other examples ue raspi
'stirrgy', ,garri 'rat'') which have been borowed ir-rto provence French from
rlrc l)r'ovençal dialect of occitan with their stress-pattern intact. (34a) repr('scnts a'standard'French pronunciation, with sûess on the final syllable
((lrc rcsr.rlt of analogical restructuring), which is adopted by some southern
r;lrcirkcrs; (34b) r:epresents the 'original' pronunciation, which is still in
rvirlc:splead use. I assllrne that this srnall number of items have the same
:illuctur.o as the other paroxytones of Southern French, all of which end in
r;t'lrwir; that is, that their final syllable forms a constituent with the precedrrrli s.ylluble.
.

lt is noteworthy that the two variants conform to rule (27):
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(3s)

S

x

I

I

S

S

/
/
xx xx
I

a

o
J
lol

l

S

(36)

s"

b.

a.

SEGMENTAL AND SUPRASEGMENTAL

s

tt\
t//

XXXXX

X

aiOli

E

S'

S'

S'
I

SSS

S

lll

J
lol

Both representâtions are segmentally identical. The source of the difference is simply the status of the final vowel: the final nucleus is governed by
the penultimate nucleus in (35b), but not in (35a).

3.2.3. Schwa in word-internal position and in monosyllables

It is noticeable that schwa (graphic 'E') in word-internal position is often
phonetically identical to the rrid-high variant of /G,1, i.e., [0] (see below):
melon'melon' and nteulon'haystack' are strictly homophonous, and so are
ntédecin'doctor' and ntes deux seins 'my two brcasts'. The phonetic lepresentation of crever'to burst' is fknOvel, as though it were spelt *creuver
(the only difference between crever and creuser'to dig' is that between the
consonants [v] and [z]). Durand, Slater & Wise (1988:84) write that tl-re
schwa in genêts 'is indistinguishable from the lgl whicl"t occurs in e.g.
jeune' . Regarding the phonetic realization of schwa in monosyllables,
Durand, Slater & Wise (1988:83) note that 'it is always identical to that of
tlre mid-high vowel [g]: je dis and jeudi are homophonous [...]'. If we add
that schwa is a stable vowel in Southern French, only one conclusion can
be drawn: in such cases graphic 'E' and 'EU' both correspond to the
phoneme /(E/, whose realization is [O] in open syllables. The underlying
representation of élever 'to bring up', for example, is:

I

I

s'

S

TR

UCTURE
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"

tt

s'

SS
//
xxxx

ll

ICEvE

ll'we apply rule (27) ro this represenrarion, we obmin
lelgvel.
.3.2.4. Strong and weak internal schwas
'l'his neat pattern is unfortunately
maned by the existence of words whose
lrchaviour is different from that outrined uùou..
compare érever with en_

ttt'tni 'enemy':
(37) élever [elgve]
enrrcmi [enemi]
lrr b.tl.r items, the first nucleus is a,ricr vower,
trre second nucleus is a
wor(l-internal schwa, and all syilables are open.
It is true that the realizati'rrs.l-schwa in the two words a'e slightrydifferent:
trre schwa of ennenti
rs vcry simira'to a word-final scrrwa (asitn
tête, cette),hence the symbor
l.rl Moreover, according to my initial hypothesis (see §3.1.), tel and
[e]
rrlt' rcalizations of one phoneme: /E/. The rejection
of this hypothesis

rv.ttl«l produce a pa'adox: [e] and
[el would
only in unstressed sylIrrlrlcs, and only whe, the following nucleus "ontrurt
is scrrwa; in alr other contexts,
Itrttl tttore particulady in stressed syllables,
the contrast would be neutral-

izt:tl' '['his view is, of course, highly implausible,
and I shail not adopt it.
A scco,cl solution would consist in posiulati,g trle
followirig
representa-

iiorts:

(

\E)

llct,cr

lElGvEl

e

nneni

/Enemtl

'l'his s.lurion is
adopred by Durand, Slater & wise (l9gg).
Graphic schwa
rvorrkl corrcsporrd to two different phonemes.
In this view, onlÿ /a/ would
t'llllst: I«lwering of the prececling mid vowel.
However, in the next section I
;rrrt lill'w.ri1 so,e arguments in favou'of an arternative analysis.
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(43)

3.2.5. A suprasegmental solution

lt

§" s"

a.

Let us comparc the following examples:

(39) a. elle rit

'she is

laughing'

b. céleri 'celerY'

l,
I

I

All inforrnants agree that the only difference
initial [s] in céleri:
(40) elle vir = (c)éleri
If

(41)

s

\r-

S'

[elani]
[selani]
between (39a) and (39b) is the

we ignore the segmental aspect, the underlying lepresentation of

I

I

it

e

lle rit

(43b) reflects the prosodic hierarchy conespo,ding to native
speakers' in-

\
SS

ll

In (41), the first syllable governs the second. My informants unanirnously
declare that they regard the first syllable as 'strongel' in the citation forrn
of elle. Their intuitions therefore accord with the structure postulated in
(41). When the same speakers are confronted with (39a), they regularly respond as follows: the strongest syllable is [ni], but [e] is still regafded as
stronger than [le]. The underlying tepresentation of lir is:
S

I

I

S

/
xx

\
SS

S

xxxx

sE

I

/
xx

lt

(Er

It is clear, then, that some internal

like word-final
with (36). The internal schwa in
(44) is govemed by the precedi,g nucleus, while the intemal
schwa in (36)
rs not. The distribution of the rwo types is unpredictable. In (44),
rule (27)
viclcls the mid-low varianr of Æ/ ([e]), and in (36) it yields the mid-high
variant ([e]).
Let us now rerum to the problem of ai'oli in (34) and (35), which I relurt here for convenience as (45) and (46):

(45)

R

lhe first S" trode rnust be deleted:

S

schwas behave exactly

sc:hwas, and others do not: compare (44)

S

When the two words are chained together, only

S'

t/

lle

(42)

\t

S

tuitiorrs. It is easy to deduce that the underlying representation of céleri,
rvhich follows the same prosodic pattern, is:
(44)

S'

e

lle

/1

SSS

lll

e

S

S'

S'

S SS

clle is:

"

b

t93

rll

can keep

its stress, and

aïoli::

a.

[ajo,ti]

b.

[ajcli]
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(46)

b.

a.

tl

S'

S'

I

S'
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xxx

t/

x

ai

a

. In Southern French,

.

.

ll
l/
l

o

The only unclerlying differer-rce between the two variants is suprasegrnental;
moreover, this differençe in suprasegmental Structlue is certainly not conditioned by any segtnental factor. This argument should be extended to the
problertt of scltwa:

the underlyilg form of schwa is /(E/ in all

CASCS.

Sorre occun'euces of lLlare 'strong' (withil the dornain of S'); that
is, they are not governed by the preceding nlrclells (élever lelove],
ruédgcirt [medOsë4], etc..., blrt also écQeurel' 'to disglrst' lekÉne]'

esseulé'forsaken' [esple], etc.).
that
Otirer ocÇun'ences of lTl, in [on-initial syllables, al'e 'weak'
(ennemi
nucleus
prececling
[enarni],
is, they are governecl by the
céleri ïselexil, etc.). In sucl.r cases /G/ is always spett 'E" lE'l nay
be weak either in final or in r-ron-final syllables'
The distribution of strong or weak scl-rwa in internal open syllables
is r-rnpredictable.

The consequerlce of this view is that the only difference hetween
heureux 'happy' and heure 'hour' is prosodic:

b.

heure

S

S''
I

I

ù

SS

\
SS

xxx

xxx

(En

Gn(E

/
/
xx xx
J
lcl

"

,1

S'

I

O

S

lN.-

SSS

J
lol

.

heweu.r

S'

SS

ll

(47) a.

s"

195

IA

It

Rule (27) yields the con'ect outputs: the first vowel of heureur is [6.], while
tlre first vowel of heure is [æ], in phonetic reprcsenrations:

(48) heureux

heure

Sg'xA)

['ænal

l{egarding the word-final schrva (as Â heure), Durancr, slater & wise
(1988:83) note rhat'its quality in this conrexr is distinguishabie from borh
(a') and (6): it often has a cenrratizecl quality, ress labialization rhan the
ll-ont rounded vowels [...]'. in my view, these phonetic differences between
tlre strong final /G,l of heureur and the weak final lEl of heure are clue to
suplasegmental factors, and more precisely to the dependency relations between the vowels; they cannot therefore be taken as al.guments against
irlentical segmental representations for heLtreux and heure at underlying
lcvel-1.2.6. The oral vowel system of Southern French

My analysis reveals that schwa is not a separate phoneme in southern
Iirench, and there is no underlying contrast between mid-high ancl rr-ricl-low
vowels. I therefore posit the following system of oral vowels:

(:49) i y

E(E

u

O

196
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4. Nasalized

STRUCTURE Ig7
In the diphonemic a,alysis these worcrs
have to be marked as exceptions
to
several processes:

vowels

4.1. The data

I tentatively call the sequences coresponding to the digraphs 'AN', 'ON',
'IN', 'UN' in such words as blanc'white', bon'good', fin'thin', brun

(52) a.

b.
c.

'brown' 'nasalized vowels'. In these sequenÇes we can distinguish two

phases:

(i)
(ii)

a

Either a worcr is 'regurar'', and sub.iect
to a, processe.s, or it is .exceptiorral,.
and subject to norle. This curious property
leads me to suspect that the
items in (5 l)u'e,or"exceptiorrs to
rures, brrt

vocalic phase which is more or less nasalized

a consonantal nasal phase.

to phorrotactic corrstraints.

The consonantal element has two sets of variants:

.

a palato-velar', velar', or uvular realization, the exact place

of alticu-

lation depending on the quality of the initial vocalic phase; these
variants occur in word-finai position when no consonant follows: l/
est groltd 'he is tall' (see Watbled & Autessene (1988:218 -219) for

I

.

nasalization of the vocalio eler.nenr
velarizatiou
place and lljanner assintilation

4.2. Complex phonemes
whatever a,alysis of ,asarized vowers
one ac,opts, trre underryirg represen_
tations of the exceptions referecl to
above are:

(53)

a.

bounr

realization where the consonantal element is homorganic with that
of the following consonant, both in word-internal position (gncore
'again') and across word bounduies (bo4paia 'good bread').
a

Moreover, the consonantal element is an audible nasal stop when a stop
follows, and a practically inaudible nasal fi'icative before a fricative. In
short, this element shzu'es the manner of articulation with the following
segment:

(50) plonter' 'to plant' [plânte]
penser 'to think' [pâsse]
Durand (1988) analyses the same sequences in the Languedoc French of
Pézenas, which is closely related to the Provence variety, and derives them
from underlying sequences of vowel plus underspecified nasal (N). The
nasal element is assumed to undergo velarization and assimilation in the
proper contexts; in other cases, the under:specified N is realized as [n] by a
default rule.
However, in this approach, we are left with a set of exceptions.

s

A
/t\
xxx

details).

b.

r/z L,lt?l.

A
ll

Om

I shall rcgard the nasarized

une bount (fbtrml) superbe 'a superb par"ty'
'strong rum'
un rhunt ([ncrn]) très
la FEN ([fen]) pense
'the FEN thinks that ...'

corsé
que...

S

A

xxx
fEn

vowels of the 'regular, sequence s (brn.good,
banc 'bench' pain.bread' ar1 .one,)
as complex phonemes. In my view,
complex phonemes are simila-r'to diprronemi"-r"q,,"r."r,
.*."piio, the fact
that __ from a functional point oi
view _ they must be interpreted as
monophonemic. I adopt the following
notationar .onu"nriàr,--"--

(54) x-x =

complex (monophonernic) phonerne
The underlying rcpresentations of
bon andfin are:

(55)

a.

bon

S

b.

fin

Examples of such exceptions are bount 'party', rhum 'rum', F EN
(Fédération Educatiort Nationale = 'Teachers' Union'):

(51)

c. FEN

xxx

u.m

b

s

boN
Oonrpare

rorrrl 'round,

and

rhunt

fE
,nrn,r,:

19ti

J

(56)

EAN.PI-II LI PPE

b. rhum

a. rond

SjEGMENTAI, ANI) SUPI<ASI;.(iMIiN',t At, S tRl

WATBt-EI)

t(

t

t1til,,

nant. Several rules accclttnt for the varit'lt"ts rcaliz.alions ol

A

xxx

nON

nOm

1hc contplcx

vowels.

S

x x-x

l()()

The Southern French system includes seven oral vowels arrd fclur cornplex vowels with a partially specified nasal elerrrentr

(58)

a.

b.

i1,u
EIE,O
EN

ON

partially
Note that the second part of the corrplex phoneme is necessarily
(see
specified (N is simply nasal). More precisely, the degree of aperture

§z.zauove)isspecifiedintheafticulatorycomponentonlyforthefirstpalt

for the second part
Àf the pt oneme G-x), and in the nasal component only
(x-x). On the other hand, 'true' nasal consonants (FEN rhuaboum') ate

fully specified.
Whetherwehaveacomplexphonemeoravowelplusnasalconsonant

in the syllable'
sequence, only one nasal element may follow the nucleus
unis
In addition, frequency data indicate that, when the coda nasal' the
is excepmarked structure is clearly the complex phoneme (x-x)' What
is autonasal
the
that
fact
tional in FEN, boLun, rhum, therefore, is the
nomous'arrdisnotpal.tofacclrrrplexplroneme"orrlythepartiallyspecinasalizafied nasal is subject to velalization and assimilatiol, apd triggers
(53) zu'e
in
collsonants
trasal
tion of the nucleus (see 52). The autonomotts
It
regulu.ly immune to these processes, which are therefore exceptiorrless.
are:
is also noteworthy that the only possible complex phonemes

(51)

x-x

x-x

x-x

x-x

ll
ll tEN
ll oN
ll EN

àN

(high vowels are excluded)
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